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ABSTRACT

CCS CONCEPTS

In an agent-based simulation (ABS), a state update scheme carries
out the transitions of agents from one state to the next. To produce correct simulation results, the update scheme must respect the
cause-and-effect relationships defined by the agent-based model
and ensure that the resulting overall simulation state is internally
consistent. At the same time, the update scheme should be efficient enough to meet a simulationist’s demand for timely results.
Considering the common class of synchronous time-driven ABS, a
number of update schemes have been employed in the literature
and simulation frameworks. In this paper, various implementations
of update schemes are analyzed and contrasted with respect to their
ability to maintain the simulation correctness as well as their performance characteristics. A semantic model is formulated to define
the reference behavior of synchronous time-driven ABS updates
and model the dependencies among agent updates using a state
access graph. Relying on the formalization, conditions under which
different update schemes achieve causality are shown. Further, resolution methods are categorized according to their coordination
mechanisms to achieve consistency by resolving conflicts among
agent state updates. Through two case studies, the empirical performance of different update schemes and resolution methods are
evaluated. For sequential execution, an update scheme based on the
agent’s dependencies achieves the highest performance, whereas
in the parallel case, the choice of update scheme involves a tradeoff between execution time and memory usage. If deterministic
simulation output is required, decentralized coordination generally
outperforms centralized coordination. The results can assist implementers and researchers in their selection of appropriate methods
in the design and implementation of agent-based simulators.
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INTRODUCTION

Agent-based simulation (ABS) is a method for simulating the emergent behavior of a system by modeling and simulating the interactions of its subparts, called agents [35]. In ABS, the simulated
entities are agents that perform actions autonomously and interact
with other agents based on certain rules. ABS typically follows
a Sense-Think-Act cycle [24]: In the Sense stage, an agent detects
and analyses its neighbors as well as the environment in which it
resides. In the Think stage, an agent makes a judgment based on the
information collected during the Sense stage. The update of states
takes place in the Act stage. Often, the simulation time is advanced
in fixed time-steps at which all agents update their states.
When implementing an agent-based model (ABM), it is important to select a state update scheme that reflects the semantics of the
model to maintain the correctness of the simulation results [35]. In
this paper, synchronous time-driven simulations are considered, in
which agents are updated all at once by a certain time increment,
with all agents’ actions being based on the same overall simulation
state yielded by the previous update [21]. Incorrect implementation
of the model can lead to causality violations and consistency problems in the simulation states. A causality violation occurs when the
incorrect implementation leads to a future state change affecting
the past [19]. For instance, in a correct simulation, an observer
should see a weapon fire before seeing that the target has been
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destroyed [8]. A consistency problem occurs when some agents’
actions lead to conflicting states according to the model semantics.
An example is given by multiple agents moving to the same location in the simulation space. If such conflicts are not resolved, the
simulation enters an inconsistent state. The correct and efficient
prevention of causality violations and resolution of consistency
problems requires careful consideration of the agents’ dependencies when implementing the state update schemes.
The correctness of the simulation is a particularly pressing issue
in parallel and distributed ABS, which aims to reduce the frequently
substantial running times induced by the detailed interactions of
large numbers of agents in a typical ABS [8]. If a certain degree of
locality is present in the agent interactions, the simulation can be
divided into a number of logical processes (LPs) assigned to different
processing elements and executed in parallel. Dependencies among
agents across LP boundaries are reflected by communication and
synchronization among the processing elements. The opportunity
for parallel execution hinges on the independence of some of the
agent state updates. Hence, one main challenge of parallel and
distributed ABS lies in exploiting the independence of some of the
agents’ actions while still respecting all dependencies.
In this paper, a systematic approach is proposed to analyze the
state update implementations according to the semantics of synchronous time-driven ABS. The state dependencies in ABS are
analyzed to determine correctness in terms of simulation results.
To clarify the scope and the behavior required for the correctness
of a state update scheme, a semantic model is formulated for synchronous time-driven ABS. The dependencies among the states are
modeled using a state access graph to identify causality violations
and consistency problems. Relying on the formalization, different
agent state update schemes are analyzed to maintain the causality
of the simulation states. A common rule for conflict resolution is
proposed that can be applied to a wide range of simulations with
critical resources, i.e., resources that cannot be shared among agents.
A more specific conflict resolution rule based on agents’ priorities is
also proposed to maintain consistency of the simulation states and
determinism in the simulation results. Resolution methods based on
the common rules are categorized according to their coordination
mechanisms. Situations under which different update schemes and
resolution methods are applicable are pointed out.
Having assessed correctness and applicability aspects, performance measurements are presented and discussed for the update
schemes in parallelized implementations on a shared-memory machine, providing indications regarding the relative overheads. Finally, an overview of the state update schemes present in existing
agent-based simulators is given.
The main intention of this paper is to enable researchers and
implementers to make an appropriate choice of state update scheme,
taking into consideration the correctness and performance when
designing and implementing agent-based simulators.

2

Semantics of Asynchronous and
Synchronous Updates

State updates in cellular automata (CA) can be defined semantically
as asynchronous or synchronous updates [2]. Asynchronous update
was defined by [2] as picking a cell at random and updating it,
and synchronous update as all cells updating at the same time. As
the model semantics differ, the simulation outcomes of these two
models exhibit different dynamics. For instance, Schönfisch and
de Roos [30] demonstrated through two applications that different
update schemes produced different output patterns.
Asynchronous and synchronous updates have also been used in
ABS, where Railsback and Grimm [21] discussed the importance of
the execution order of agents. In asynchronous update, as soon as
an agent affects the environment, the environment is updated so
that the next agent executed experiences a different environment.
Hence, the order in which the agents execute their actions affects
the simulation results. Synchronous update avoids the effect of the
execution order by updating the environment all at once after all
agents have executed actions that depend on the environment.
As the key observation from the literature, the simulation results
of asynchronous state updates may be dependent on the implementation, e.g., the execution order of agent state updates. This is particularly problematic when implementing asynchronous updates in
a parallel and distributed simulation, in which non-determinism in
the progress of logical processes may translate to non-determinism
of the simulation itself. In contrast, synchronous updates can uncouple the implementations from the results. Hence, this paper
focuses on synchronous time-driven ABS.

2.2

State Causality

In synchronous time-driven ABS, for a given point 𝑡 in logical time,
all agents advance by a time increment 𝜏. Their actions should
only have causal dependencies on the simulation state observed
at 𝑡. Consider now two neighboring agents 𝑎 and 𝑏 simulated in
a sequential simulator implementation, which would update the
agents one after the other, in any order. As agents typically base
their actions on their neighboring agents’ states, the agent updated
last would base its action at 𝑡 on its neighbor’s state at 𝑡 +𝜏, which is
a causality violation [19]. The violation can also occur in a parallel
and distributed ABS, where the order of the state update can be
non-deterministic. From these examples, it is evident that the dependencies among agent updates must be respected by the update
scheme to ensure the correctness of the simulation [15, 41].
One way to prevent the violation is to order the agent updates
according to the causal dependencies among the agents. However,
if two agents 𝑎 and 𝑏 are dependent on each other’s state, it cannot
be determined whether agent 𝑎 or 𝑏 must be processed first.

2.3

State Consistency

For this paper, the simulation state at a given point in logical time
is consistent if and only if the agent states are free of conflicts according to the model semantics. Conflicts may occur because some
of the agents’ actions, while not necessarily logically contradictory,
may not be compatible because of the resources required by the
action [34]. A conflict is an intention of acquiring at the same time
a resource that cannot be shared or is limited in quantity, resulting

BACKGROUND

Causality and consistency are key properties to which a state update
scheme must adhere to generate meaningful simulation results [41].
In the following, the background on the semantics of agent updates
is given to sketch the challenges in achieving these properties.
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in competition for the resource. For example, at a transition from a
given point in logical time to the next, multiple agents may attempt
to move to the same location in the simulation space [41]. If the location in the simulation space cannot be logically occupied by more
than one agent, a conflict arises. There are two classical strategies
to address conflicts: conflict avoidance and conflict resolution.

3.1

2.3.1 Conflict Avoidance. The first strategy is to avoid conflicts
altogether by integrating suitable rules in the specification of the
agent behavior itself [12, 31]. In a traffic simulation, when vehicles
from two lanes merge into a single lane, the right of way rules dictate that the vehicles on the right-most lane have a higher priority
to enter the single lane. In the classical boids simulation [22], the
agents avoid conflicts by avoiding spatial collisions. There are two
common approaches to collision avoidance: force fields and potential collision detection and avoidance. Force fields avoid collisions
by associating a repelling force with every agent, such that each
agent is ensured to be at least a given distance from another agent.
Similarly, in pedestrian simulation, the Social Force model [10] applies a repelling force to every agent to avoid collisions. However,
this approach requires sufficiently small time-steps such that the
agents do not move too far and pass through the force field. On the
other hand, the agent can detect potential imminent collisions ahead
of time and take action to actively avoid them. Reciprocal collision
avoidance (RVO2) implements this idea in pedestrian simulations
by allowing each agent to independently compute a collision-free
trajectory through the simulation space [37].

Semantic Model for Synchronous
Time-driven Agent-based Simulation

A semantic model is proposed for synchronous time-driven agentbased simulation loosely based on the formalizations by [7, 28].
Scheutz and Schermerhorn [28] defined an update function that
depends on the states of the resources and neighboring agents to
produce an output. However, the update function does not model
any changes to the resources. Ferber and Miiller [7] proposed an
influence reaction model to model the influence produced by agents’
behavior and the reactions of resources. By combining these two
formalizations, this semantic model can represent the agent interactions with the resources and the interactions among the neighboring agents. The model considers the state updates in each logical
time-step.
Let 𝐴 be the set of agents, 𝑅 be the set of resources and 𝜏 be the
time-step size of the simulation. An ABM consists of a set of agent
states and resource states, {𝑆𝑎𝑡 : 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴} and {𝑆𝑟𝑡 : 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅} respectively. The transition of the agent states from logical time-step 𝑡 to
𝑡 + 𝜏 is modeled as a two-phase update process:
Agent Update Phase: ∀𝑎 ∈ 𝐴,

2.3.2 Conflict Resolution. As a second approach to address the
issue of conflicts, modelers can explicitly define the outcome of
conflicting agent actions. A coordination mechanism among agents
may specify that the resource may only be updated by one agent
at a time (mutually exclusive) or updated cumulatively by more
than one agent (cumulative) [17]. In this way, a domain-specific
simulator can pre-define a common set of conflict resolution rules
suitable to the model domain.
If model-specific conflict resolution rules are not available, a
generic conflict resolution based on agent priorities or stochastic
elements may be applied. In this case, measures must be taken to
ensure that the conflict resolution rules do not adversely affect
properties such as determinism and fairness [41]. Similar considerations are required for simultaneous events in discrete-event simulations [25], which need to handle events with identical timestamps
that may lead to different simulation results.

2.4

MODELS

In this section, a semantic model is formally described for state
updates applied to a synchronous time-driven ABM. Subsequently,
patterns of the causal dependencies among agents are analyzed by
constructing state access graphs.

𝑹𝑎𝑡 = {𝑆𝑟𝑡 : 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅𝑖 𝑡𝑎 }
𝑵𝑎𝑡 = {𝑆𝑏𝑡 : 𝑏 ∈ 𝑁𝑎𝑡 }
<

𝐼𝑎𝑡 , 𝑰𝑎𝑡 >
𝑆𝑎𝑡 +𝜏

= 𝑓𝑎 (𝑆𝑎𝑡 , 𝑹𝑎𝑡 , 𝑵𝑎𝑡 ),
= 𝑔𝑎 (𝑆𝑎𝑡 , 𝐼𝑎𝑡 )

(1a)
(1b)
where

𝑰𝑎𝑡

=

𝑡
{𝐼𝑎,𝑟

:𝑟 ∈

𝑅𝑜 𝑡𝑎 }

(1c)
(1d)

Resource Update Phase: ∀𝑟 ∈ 𝑅,
𝐼𝑟𝑡 =

Ö

𝑡
𝐼𝑎,𝑟

(1e)

𝑎 ∈𝐴𝑟𝑡

𝑆𝑟𝑡 +𝜏 = 𝑔𝑟 (𝑆𝑟𝑡 , 𝐼𝑟𝑡 )

(1f)

where 𝑅𝑖 𝑡𝑎 and 𝑅𝑜 𝑡𝑎 are the sets of resources sensed and updated
respectively by agent 𝑎 at time 𝑡. 𝑁𝑎𝑡 is the set of neighboring agents
of agent 𝑎 at time 𝑡. 𝐴𝑟𝑡 is the set of agents updating a resource 𝑟 at
time 𝑡. In the agent update phase, each agent 𝑎 senses the states of
the resources, 𝑹𝑎𝑡 , (Eq. 1a) and its neighboring agents 𝑵𝑎𝑡 (Eq. 1b).
Based on the sensed states, the agent produces a set of influences for
the resources, 𝑰𝑎𝑡 , and influence for itself, 𝐼𝑎𝑡 , using the function 𝑓𝑎 (
𝑡 is an influence in 𝑰 𝑡 from agent 𝑎 to a resource 𝑟 in 𝑅 𝑡 .
Eq. 1c). 𝐼𝑎,𝑟
𝑜𝑎
𝑎
The agent updates its next state, 𝑆𝑎𝑡 +𝜏 , using the function 𝑔𝑎 based
on its current state and the agent’s influence (Eq. 1d). In the resource
update phase, all the influences for a resource 𝑟 are combined using
Î
the function
(Eq. 1e) to obtain the resulting influence 𝐼𝑟𝑡 . The
resource 𝑟 updates its next state using the function 𝑔𝑟 in Eq. 1f
according to the influence 𝐼𝑟𝑡 .

Determinism

A simulation is deterministic if the same result is obtained from
repeated simulation runs using the same pseudo-random number
generator seed [25]. Determinism is an important property for
ABS, where repeatability of the simulation is often desired [6]. For
instance, it is frequently necessary to reproduce scenarios to investigate and understand the results [11]. Further, repeatability simplifies debugging the simulator because errors can be reproduced [8].
In this paper, the determinism of different state update schemes is
considered to investigate the correctness of the implementations,
such that different implementations of the update schemes obtain
the same simulation result.
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State Access Graph

Lemma 3.4 (Local dependency). A local dependency is a cyclic
resource dependency involving only a single agent and a resource.

Based on the semantic model described earlier, the state updates
within a logical time-step are modeled as a state access graph, defined
as follows:

(𝑎, 𝑟 ) ∧ (𝑟, 𝑏) where 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ 𝐴 and 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅, 𝑎 = 𝑏

4

Definition 3.1 (State Access Graph). A state access graph is a
directed graph 𝐺 = (𝐴, 𝑅, 𝐸), where 𝐴 is the set of agent states, 𝑅 is
the set of resource states, 𝐸 is the set of directed edges representing
the state accesses among the agents and resources.

𝑟

(a) Edge (𝑟, 𝑎) – Agent 𝑎 senses
a resource 𝑟 .

𝑎

𝑎

(c) Edge (𝑎, 𝑟 ) – Agent 𝑎 updates
resource 𝑟 .

4.1

Definition 4.1 (State Causality Constraint). ∀(𝑢, 𝑣), (𝑤, 𝑢) ∈ 𝐸,
where 𝑢, 𝑣, 𝑤 ∈ 𝐴 ∪ 𝑅 and 𝑢 ≠ 𝑣, (𝑢, 𝑣) must precede (𝑤, 𝑢).
To prevent causality violations from occurring, the dependencies
between agents are categorized to identify suitable agent state
update schemes: (i) independent update, (ii) ordered update, (iii) twostate update, and (iv) temporary state update.

𝑏

4.1.1 Independent Agents.
First, considering independent agents that have no dependencies
with each other in a logical time, as defined in the following:
Definition 4.2 (Independent Agents). Agents in a state access
graph are independent agents if and only if all dependencies are only
self-dependencies (Lemma 3.3) or local dependencies (Lemma 3.4).

𝑎

(d) Edge (𝑎, 𝑎) – Agent 𝑎 updates
itself.

Proposition 4.1 (Independent Update). For independent agents,
any agent update order satisfies the causality constraint.

Figure 1: State accesses among agents and resources. Dashed
arrows represent sensing, while solid arrows represent updates.

Agents in local and self-dependencies can be processed in any
order since these dependencies obey the causality constraint. Hence,
the above proposition is true as there are no other dependencies
that could violate the constraint.
The independence of the state enables an arbitrary agent update
ordering, enabling for instance a parallel and distributed execution
without synchronization within a single time-step. While it seems
unlikely for most simulations to satisfy the requirements for independent update throughout their entire running time, there may be
periods in logical time during which agent updates are independent.
For example, in a spatial agent-based simulation, the agents may
be sufficiently far apart so they do not sense each other [1, 9].

Two types of dependencies are defined in the state access graph:
Lemma 3.1 (Agent Dependency). An agent dependency is a direct
dependency between two agents.
(𝑎, 𝑏) ∨ (𝑏, 𝑎) where 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ 𝐴

(2)

Lemma 3.2 (Resource Dependency). A resource dependency is
an indirect dependency between two agents via accesses to a common
resource.
(𝑎, 𝑟 ) ∧ (𝑟, 𝑏) where 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ 𝐴 and 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅
(3)

4.1.2 Acyclic Dependent Agents.
Dependent agents are agents connected by dependencies. First,
considering dependent agents without any cyclic dependencies
among two or more agents:

There are two special cases of cyclic dependencies, i.e., the dependencies form a closed chain: self-dependency and local dependency.
Self-dependency is a special case of agent dependency where an
agent only updates itself (see Fig. 1d). The local dependency is a
special case of resource dependency where a resource is only read
and updated by a single agent.

Definition 4.3 (Acyclic Dependent Agents). Agents in a state
access graph are acyclic dependent agents if they have no cyclic
dependencies outside of self-dependencies (Lemma 3.3) or local
dependencies (Lemma 3.4).

Lemma 3.3 (Self-dependency). A self-dependency is a cyclic
agent dependency involving a single agent.
(𝑎, 𝑏) ∨ (𝑏, 𝑎) where 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ 𝐴, 𝑎 = 𝑏

Agent State Update Schemes

In the agent update phase, there are causal dependencies among the
agents and between agents and resources. To maintain causality,
the update scheme must resolve these dependencies, i.e., execute
the corresponding read or write operations in the correct order.
This constraint is defined as follows:

(b) Edge (𝑏, 𝑎) – Agent 𝑎 senses
agent 𝑏.

𝑟

IMPLEMENTATIONS

In this section, the state update schemes implemented according to
the semantic model are described in detail, including various agent
state update schemes to prevent causality violation and resolution
methods to resolve state conflicts.

First, consider an agent 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴 sensing nearby resources 𝑅𝑖 𝑡𝑎 and
its neighboring agents 𝑁𝑎𝑡 . When agent 𝑎 senses the state of a nearby
resource 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅𝑖 𝑡𝑎 , there is an edge (𝑟, 𝑎) from the resource 𝑟 to agent
𝑎 (see Fig. 1a). When agent 𝑎 senses the state of a neighboring agent
𝑏, there is an edge (𝑏, 𝑎) from agent 𝑏 to agent 𝑎 (see Fig. 1b). Next,
the agent 𝑎 updates itself and the resources, 𝑅𝑜 𝑡𝑎 . There is an edge
(𝑎, 𝑎) when the agent 𝑎 updates itself (see Fig. 1d) and an edge (𝑎, 𝑟 )
when agent 𝑎 updates the resource 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅𝑜 𝑡𝑎 (see Fig. 1c). At each
logical time-step, this graph evolves as the environment changes
affect the neighborhood of an agent and the surrounding resources
that an agent can sense.

𝑎

(5)

Proposition 4.2 (Ordered Update). For acyclic dependent agents,
there is an agent update order that satisfies the causality constraint.

(4)
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𝑎

𝑏

𝑟1

𝑟2

𝑟1

𝑎

𝑏

𝑟2

Figure 2: Causal dependency between agent 𝑎 and 𝑏 – Agent
𝑎 senses and updates resource 𝑟 1 . Agent 𝑏 senses resource 𝑟 1
and 𝑟 2 , and updates resource 𝑟 2 .

Figure 3: Cyclic dependencies between agent 𝑎 and 𝑏 – Agent
𝑎 senses resource 𝑟 1 and 𝑟 2 , and updates resource 𝑟 1 . Agent 𝑏
senses resource 𝑟 1 and 𝑟 2 , and updates resource 𝑟 2 .

First, local and self-dependencies in the state access graph can
be excluded as they satisfy the causality constraint. After that, it is
possible to find a linear ordering for updating the agents by sorting
according to the causality constraint. Hence, the above proposition
is true.
A method is proposed to execute the agent update according to
the causality constraint. First, the state access graph is reduced to
an agent graph, which represents the causal dependencies among
the agents. The local and self-dependencies are removed from consideration by merging resource vertices into the agent vertices for
local dependencies and removing edges for self-dependencies. For
example, in Figure 2, agent 𝑎 senses resource 𝑟 1 and updates it,
while agent 𝑏 also senses 𝑟 1 . Hence, agent 𝑏 needs to be processed
before agent 𝑎. After merging 𝑟 1 to 𝑎 and 𝑟 2 to 𝑏, the state access
graph is reduced to an agent graph containing the dependency
(𝑎, 𝑏). This implies that agent 𝑏 has a causal dependency on agent
𝑎.

𝑟 1𝑡

𝑟 1𝑡 +𝜏

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

while 𝐴 ≠ ∅ do
for all 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴 parallel do
if 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝐷𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 (𝑎) = 0 then
𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑈 𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝑎)
𝐴 ← 𝐴\𝑎
end for
...

𝑏𝑡

𝑟 2𝑡 +𝜏

𝑟 2𝑡

Figure 4: Converting the state access graph from Figure 3
into a two-state access graph separates the resource states
into the current state at 𝑡 and the future state at 𝑡 + 𝜏.
For example, the state access graph in Figure 3 is reduced to an
agent graph with two edges (𝑎, 𝑏) and (𝑏, 𝑎). Since there is a cyclic
dependency between 𝑎 and 𝑏, it is impossible to find an ordering
that would satisfy the causality constraint. To still perform the agent
updates in a causality-preserving manner, a state access graph is
transformed into a two-state access graph by separating the states
for the agents and resources into the current states and new states:

Algorithm 1 Ordered Update Scheme
1:

𝑎𝑡

⊲ Agent Update Phase

Definition 4.5 (Two-state Access Graph). A two-state access graph
is a directed graph, 𝐺 2 = (𝐴𝑡 , 𝐴𝑡 +𝜏 , 𝑅𝑡 , 𝑅𝑡 +𝜏 , 𝐸𝑡 , 𝐸𝑡 +𝜏 ), where 𝐴𝑡 and
𝐴𝑡 +𝜏 are the current and new states of agents respectively, 𝑅𝑡 and
𝑅𝑡 +𝜏 are the current and new states of resources respectively, 𝐸𝑡
is a set of directed edges representing state accesses to the current
states of agents and resources, and 𝐸𝑡 +𝜏 is a set of directed edges
representing state updates from the current states to the new states.

⊲ Resource Update Phase

Next, Algorithm 1 executes the agents in topological order. outDegree(a) returns the number of outgoing edges of agent 𝑎. Agents
with no outgoing edge are processed first. This ensures that the
agent which is being updated has no other agents that are causally
dependent on it. After updating the agent, the agent is removed
from the agent graph 𝐴 (line 5). This is processed iteratively until
all agents have been updated. Following the example in Figure 2
where there is only a dependency (𝑎, 𝑏) after reducing the agent
graph, agent 𝑏 is updated first as the out-degree is zero, then agent
𝑎 is updated. If the dependencies among the agents do not change
throughout the simulation, an ordered list of agents can be precomputed before the simulation and the agents can be updated
according to the list during the simulation.

The two sets of edges in the two-state access graph represent the
following relations: An edge in 𝐸𝑡 represents an agent 𝑎 reading a
resource 𝑟 : (𝑟 𝑡 , 𝑏 𝑡 ), or an agent 𝑏 reading an agent 𝑎: (𝑎𝑡 , 𝑏 𝑡 ). An
edge in 𝐸𝑡 +𝜏 represents an agent 𝑎 updating a resource 𝑟 : (𝑎𝑡 , 𝑟 𝑡 +𝜏 ),
or an agent 𝑎 updating itself: (𝑎𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 +𝜏 ). Figure 4 shows the state
access graph from Figure 3 transformed into a corresponding twostate access graph.
Proposition 4.3 (Two-state Update). Processing cyclic dependent agents using two separate states in any order satisfies the causality constraint.
When separating the current and new states, the target vertex of
any edge is a new state, and new states have no outgoing edges, i.e.,
∀(𝑢, 𝑣) ∈ 𝐸𝑡 +𝜏 : (𝑢 ∈ 𝐴 ∨𝑢 ∈ 𝑅) ∧ (𝑣 ∈ 𝐴𝑡 +𝜏 ∨𝑣 ∈ 𝑅𝑡 +𝜏 ). Hence, the
resulting two-state access graph is acyclic. Since in an acyclic state
access graph, the state causality constraints are trivially satisfied,
the above proposition is true.
Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode for two-state update. To implement the two-state access graph, two sets of state variables are
used, 𝑆 1 and 𝑆 2 . In contrast, the independent and ordered updates

4.1.3 Cyclic Dependent Agents.
Next, considering dependent agents with cyclic dependencies among
two or more agents:
Definition 4.4 (Cyclic Dependent Agents). Agents in a state access graph with cyclic dependencies that are not self-dependencies
(Lemma 3.3) and local dependencies (Lemma 3.4).
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Algorithm 2 Two-state Update Scheme
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

for all 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴 parallel do
𝑹𝑎 ← {R (𝑆𝑟1 ) : 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅𝑖 𝑡𝑎 }
𝑵𝑎 ← {R (𝑆𝑏1 ) : 𝑏 ∈ 𝑁𝑎𝑡 }
< 𝐼𝑎 , 𝑰𝑎 >← 𝑓𝑎 (𝑆𝑎1 , 𝑹𝑎 , 𝑵𝑎 )
𝑆𝑎2 ← 𝑔𝑎 (𝑆𝑎1 , 𝐼𝑎 )
end for
...
𝑠𝑤𝑎𝑝 (𝑆 1, 𝑆 2 )

Definition 4.6 (State conflict). There is more than one agent updating a resource.

⊲ Agent Update Phase

∃(𝑎, 𝑟 ) ∧ (𝑏, 𝑟 ), where 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ 𝐴, 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 and 𝑎 ≠ 𝑏

To resolve state conflicts, a common rule is proposed for updating
resources in simulations, the mutually exclusive update rule, based
on which only one agent is able to update a resource. The other
agents can either perform no update or seek another resource.

⊲ Resource Update Phase

Definition 4.7 (Mutually Exclusive Update Rule). Given a nonempty set 𝐴𝑟𝑡 of agents generating influences to update resource
𝑟 at logical time-step 𝑡, exactly one agent 𝑎𝑟 ∈ 𝐴𝑟𝑡 is selected by a
tie-breaking function Φ to update resource 𝑟 .

require only a single set of state variables. 𝑆 1 represents the current
state, which agents use as a basis of their behaviors; and 𝑆 2 represents the new state, which agents update. At the end of a time-step,
the current state is swapped with the new state. As the update
steps across agents are independent, all agents can be processed in
parallel. For example, in Figure 4, agent 𝑎 or 𝑏 can be processed at
the same time, e.g., making the update scheme suitable for execution on parallel computing platforms, e.g., GPUs or FPGAs [39, 40].
The key disadvantage of this method is the doubling of memory
utilization by storing the current and new states.

Algorithm 4 Mutually Exclusive Update Rule
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

Algorithm 3 Temporary State Update Scheme.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

for all 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴 parallel do
𝑹𝑎 ← {R (𝑆𝑟 ) : 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅𝑖 𝑡𝑎 }
𝑵𝑎 ← {R (𝑆𝑏 ) : 𝑏 ∈ 𝑁𝑎𝑡 }
< 𝐼𝑎 , 𝑰𝑎 >← 𝑓𝑎 (𝑆𝑎 , 𝑹𝑎 , 𝑵𝑎 )
𝑆𝑦𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑧𝑒 ()
𝑆𝑎 ← 𝑔𝑎 (𝑆𝑎 , 𝐼𝑎 )
end for
...

⊲ Agent Update Phase
⊲ Resource Update Phase

...
for all 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 parallel do
𝑎𝑟 ← Φ(𝐴𝑟𝑡 )
𝑆𝑟𝑡 +𝜏 ← 𝑔𝑟 (𝑆𝑟𝑡 , 𝐼𝑎𝑡 𝑟 ,𝑟 )
end for

The application of this rule is shown as pseudo-code in AlgoÎ
rithm 4. Instead of combining the influences using the function,
the tie-breaking function Φ determines the winner 𝑎𝑟 (line 3) and
allows the influence from 𝑎𝑟 to be used to update the resource
(line 4). There are different tie-breaking mechanisms to determine
the winning agent: (i) no coordination, (ii) centralized coordination,
and (ii) decentralized coordination.
The simulation model may specify the exact rule for breaking
ties. Alternatively, unique priorities can be assigned so that each
conflict is won by the agent with the highest priority.

⊲ Agent Update Phase

⊲ Resource Update Phase

Φ(𝐴) = {𝑎| max (𝑎.𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦)}

Another update scheme, temporary state update, that requires
only a single set of state variables is shown in Algorithm 3. This
scheme can reduce the memory utilization if the temporary variables use less memory space compared to the additional simulation
states. However, the need for synchronization introduces additional
overhead. First, all the agents compute their influences in line 4 into
a set of temporary variables 𝐼𝑎 and 𝑰𝑎 . A global synchronization
(line 5) is required before performing the update (line 6).

4.2

(6)

(7)

𝑎 ∈𝐴

This tie-breaking function is referred to as the priority update rule.
The priorities may either be statically assigned and used throughout
the entire simulation, re-determined after each update, or chosen
on a per-conflict basis [41]. As the priorities ensure a deterministic
conflict resolution, resolution methods that implement the priority
update rule produce the same simulation output.
In the following subsections, five resolution methods are discussed to apply the tie-breaking mechanisms with coordination
using the priority update rule.

State Conflict Resolution Methods

Agent state update schemes only address the issue of causality. In
the resource update phase, the resources do not sense any agents, so
Î
they do not violate the causality constraint. The function in Eq. 1e
combines the influences from different agents to obtain the resulting
influence used to update the resource. Conflicts may arise when
multiple agents attempt contradictory actions. In the following,
assume that contradictory actions are reflected by simultaneous
resource updates by multiple agents, for instance, expressing the
agents’ intention to move to the same location in the simulation
space. Accordingly, a conflict during the resource update phase is
defined as follows:

4.2.1 No Coordination. A simple tie-breaking method is the executionorder based approach used in the MatSim traffic simulator [32]. This
approach only requires a single update phase, in which the first
agent successfully updates the resource, whereas each of the other
agents seeks another resource. Agent and resource update phases
are not required to be separated. In a parallel implementation, the
agents atomically update the resource. Although this method identifies a winner for each conflict, the results depend on the execution
order of the agent updates. Thus, determinism cannot be guaranteed.
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Table 1: Properties of the Resolution Methods.

4.2.2 Centralized Coordination. In centralized coordination, resources make a centralized decision to select a winner out of the
competing agents based on the priority update rule [38]. During
the agent update phase, the agent priorities are collected together
with the agent influences for tie-breaking in the resource update
phase. There are two methods for collecting the priorities: A push
method, where agents indicate their priority to the resources; and
a pull method, where resources query the interested agents for
their priority. In both methods, multiple iterations of updates in a
time-step may be required for all agents to update the resources.
In the push method, each agent appends its priority to a perresource list. Then each resource selects the agent with the highest priority from the list. The agents that have not been selected
choose another resource in the next iteration. If the newly selected
resource has selected the winning agent in the previous iteration,
the resource needs to perform the tie-breaking again. In a parallel implementation, synchronized access to the per-resource list is
required as multiple agents may append to the list concurrently.
In the pull method, each agent selects a resource and stores the
decision temporarily as part of the agent state. Subsequently, each
resource scans for interested agents and selects the winning agent
based on the agents’ priorities. This process repeats until all agents
have obtained resources. A parallel implementation of this method
does not require atomic operations [23]. However, as the number
of agents potentially interested in each resource may be large, the
overhead for scanning can be substantial [41].

Resolution Method
None (Execution-order)
Centralized (Pull)
Centralized (Push)
Decentralized (Iterative)
Decentralized (Non-Iterative)

Update
Phases

Iterative

Deterministic

1
2
2
1
1

✗
✓
✓
✓
✗

✗
✓
✓
✓
✓

requiring only a single update phase. Similarly, non-iterative approaches would be expected to perform better, as the repeated
global synchronization required in iterative approaches is avoided.

5

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, the performance overhead of different agent state
update schemes and resolution methods are evaluated through two
case studies. The experiments were run on a shared-memory machine with the following hardware configurations: two Intel Xeon
E5-2690v3 (2.6GHz, 12 cores) processors (i.e., 24 physical cores),
and 128 GB RAM. The processors operate in cluster-on-die mode,
which splits each processor into two clusters of six cores, dividing
the processor into two NUMA nodes. There are cache conflicts if
threads allocated to different NUMA nodes access the same cache
line [18]. GCC 4.9.3 is used with OpenMP support. To obtain insights into the performance of the evaluated approaches, various
configurations for the number of OpenMP threads are considered.

4.2.3 Decentralized Coordination. In decentralized coordination,
agents are responsible for coordination on their behalf, i.e., there is
no moderator or controller that centrally determines a winner based
on the priority update rule for each conflict [38]. As the conflict
resolution and resource update are performed in the agent update
phase, the resource update phase is no longer required.
In iterative decentralized coordination, each resource is associated with a variable storing the highest priority of any agent that
has attempted to update the resource. An agent intending to update
a resource sets the priority variable to its priority if the variable
is unset or the currently stored priority is lower. If the agent was
able to store its priority, it also updates the resource. In this fashion,
updates by higher-priority agents displace any previous updates.
The displaced agents may select another resource in the next iteration. A parallel implementation of this method utilizes atomic
maximum operations to ensure race-free updates by the agents
with the highest priorities [16].
There is a variant of decentralized coordination using only a
single iteration for processing each update. If an agent observes that
a higher-priority agent has already updated a resource, the current
agent immediately attempts to obtain another resource. Otherwise,
the displaced agent is determined and another resource selection
and an update attempt is performed for this displaced agent immediately. In a parallel implementation, some LPs may need to process
many displaced agents, which may result in workload imbalance.
The properties of different resolution methods are summarized
in Table 1. Only coordination mechanisms that utilize the priority
update rule can guarantee deterministic simulation results. Intuitively, higher performance would be expected for the approaches

5.1

Traffic Simulation

In microscopic agent-based road traffic simulation, each agent is
usually modeled as a driver-vehicle unit (DVU) that makes autonomous decisions based on behavioral models and its environment. The agents accelerate and decelerate according to a carfollowing model. Often, the intelligent driver model (IDM) is used [36],
in which the acceleration is a function of the agent’s velocity and
the net distance gap and velocity difference to the leading agent.
IDM ensures that the agents maintain a safe distance from the
leading agent and guarantees collision-free driving. This simulator is built on an existing microscopic traffic simulator [33]. Only
single-lane roads are considered for clarity in the analysis. Since
each agent on a lane only depends on the leading agent in front of
it, the dependencies among the lanes can be considered instead of
dependencies among the agents on a lane-by-lane basis.
There are two state variables to be maintained for each agent:
(i) the position of the agent on the road and (ii) the velocity of the
agent. During the agent update phase, the velocity and position of
each agent are computed according to IDM. Then in the resource
update phase, each agent is updated to its new position. When the
ordered update is used, the simulator only stores a single copy of
the road states (agent positions) and agent states (agent velocities).
Two-state update stores the road states and agent states in two sets
of state variables. Temporary state update only stores a single set
of state variables. The update computes the agents’ accelerations
(influences) and stores them in temporary variables during the
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(Fig. 5c) introduces cyclic dependencies among the lanes, which
often occurs in real-world road networks. Since there is no linear
ordering of lanes, only two-state and temporary state updates can
be used.
For the experiments, the networks were configured as follows:
the out-tree and in-tree networks are tree networks comprised of
five levels, where lanes either diverge or merge. Each network consists of 30 road segments. The cyclic network is a square connected
in a cycle, with five road segments in a straight line on each side.
Each road segment is 2000 meters long. The time-step size 𝜏 for
agent updates was set to 0.6 seconds. A total of 10,000 agents were
simulated, terminating once agents have exited the network. For
each road network, all update schemes are verified to produce the
same simulation results. Performance evaluations are done for both
serial and parallel execution of ordered, two-state and temporary
state updates. As the dependencies among the agents do not change
during the simulation, the serial execution order was determined
offline.
Performance results are evaluated by the speedup relative to
single thread execution of two-state update. Figure 6 shows the
speedup on different road networks. The performance results of
the out-tree network are shown in Figure 6a. For serial execution,
ordered update achieves the best performance (1.25×) as the execution order can be computed offline. Temporary state update exhibits
better serial performance (1.2×) than two-state update (1.12×) as
two-state update requires additional memory transfers.
For parallel execution, ordered update achieves a speedup of
only 1.22× for two threads. There is a slowdown for ordered update
using more than two threads mainly due to the limited parallelism
in parts of the out-tree network. For example, in Figure 5a, the first
lane can only be executed by one thread. As the lanes branch out,
more lanes can be processed in parallel. On the other hand, twostate update outperforms temporary state update, as temporary
state update requires an additional global synchronization among
the threads. Parallel execution of two-state and temporary state
updates achieves a speedup using two or more threads, with the
best speedup of 2.01× and 1.87× respectively using six threads. The
speedup decreases beyond six threads due to the cache conflicts
among the NUMA cores. A slowdown is observed beyond 14 threads
for two-state update and beyond 12 threads for temporary state
update.
The performance results of the in-tree network are shown in
Figure 6b. The in-tree network shows similar serial performance
characteristics as the out-tree network (ordered update at 1.16×,
two-state update at 1.03×, temporary state update at 1.07×). Parallel
execution of ordered update shows a slowdown when more than
two threads are used. Both two-state and temporary state update
exhibit a speedup with more than two threads, the maximum being 2.79× and 2.55× respectively. The speedup decreases beyond
8 threads. As the agents enter the in-tree network through the
leaf edges, there are more agents in the network which increases
the workload per road compared to the out-tree network. Ordered
update faces limited parallelism due to tree structure. However,
better parallel performance can be observed for two-state and temporary state updates as the agents can be executed in parallel (see
Algorithms 2 and 3).

(b) In-tree network.

(c) Cyclic network.

Figure 5: Three road network scenarios in traffic simulation.
(a) The out-tree network has agents diverging into different
roads, and hence no state conflicts. (b) The in-tree network
has agents merging into a single road, resulting in state conflicts. (c) The cyclic network has cyclic dependencies among
the agents.

agent update phase. Then in the resource update phase, the velocities
and positions are updated based on the accelerations.
In a collision-free simulation, it is unrealistic for vehicles to
overlap spatially. Thus, when agents compute their new positions
independently and attempt to move into the same space, state
conflicts arise. Given the collision-free movement defined by IDM,
such conflicts may only occur when moving across lanes. To resolve
conflicts, a lane-merging model merges the traffic from different
roads, ensuring there is no overlapping of agents. Based on the
different road networks, suitable agent state update schemes are
applied and the user-defined conflict resolution is utilized in the
resource update phase when necessary.
Three different road networks based on real-world scenarios
are evaluated: out-tree, in-tree, and cyclic network, as shown in
Figure 5. In the out-tree network (Fig. 5a), agents diverge into
different lanes. This represents after-work traffic where the drivers
are traveling from central business districts back home. Due to the
traffic divergence, there are no state conflicts. Hence, it is possible
to apply the ordered update using a linear ordering of the lanes
based on the road network dependencies. Two-state and temporary
state update can also be applied to the out-tree network. In the
in-tree network (Fig. 5b), agents merge from multiple lanes into
a single lane. This represents before-work traffic during which
drivers travel from their homes to the central business districts.
Conflict resolution is required to maintain the state consistency
of the agents when they enter the same lane. The cyclic network
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(a) Speedup on the out-tree road network.

Figure 7: Performance evaluation of conflict resolution
methods in Schelling’s segregation model.
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to other state update schemes in this scenario. Compared to temporary state update, two-state update is simpler to implement but
requires twice the memory to store the states, resulting in more
memory transfers. In contrast, temporary state update uses only a
single set of states but requires global synchronization.
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Segregation Model

Schelling’s Segregation model simulates the self-segregation of two
populations of agents on a grid over time [27]. For each time-step,
the agents may observe and move within a limited neighborhood,
e.g., of 3 × 3 cells. This simulator is implemented based on [41],
but it does not consider fairness in this evaluation. During the
agent update phase, agents determine a happiness value based on
the number of agents from the same population group in their
neighborhood. If the happiness is below a threshold, the agent
decides to move to a new location. During the resource update
phase, the agents compete with other agents moving to the same
location.
Each grid cell stores either the identifier of the agent in the cell
or an empty value. Since an agent’s population group does not
change throughout the simulation, it is not stored as part of the
agent’s state. Hence, agents do not contain any state. As each agent
needs to scan the agents in its neighborhood, there are dependencies between an agent and its neighboring agents. Since there can
be cyclic dependencies between the agents, two-state update is
applied. As this case focuses on the resolution methods, temporary
state update is not evaluated. The five resolution methods from
Table 1 are compared to address conflicts when agents compete for
cells: no coordination (execution order), decentralized coordination
(iterative and non-iterative), and centralized coordination (pull and
push). A fixed number of agents is maintained while varying the
number of threads.
The segregation is configured with the following parameters:
The percentage of populated cells is 50%. The simulation space
is a grid of about 4 million (2048 × 2048 = 222 ) cells. The agents’
happiness threshold is set to 5. The simulation terminated after
100 time-steps. The simulations with decentralized and centralized
coordination are verified to be deterministic and produce the same
output.

24

(c) Speedup on the cyclic road network.

Figure 6: Speedup on the road networks relative to single
thread execution of two-state update.

The performance results of the cyclic network are shown in
Figure 6c. Temporary state update achieves a maximum parallel
speedup of 2.73× using six threads, but the speedup decreases beyond six threads. Overall, two-state update outperforms temporary
state update, with the best speedup over serial execution at 3.03×
using six threads. As with temporary state update, the speedup
decreases when more than six threads are used, which again is in
accordance with the processor’s NUMA design.
In summary, ordered update exhibited the highest serial performance compared to other state update schemes. Generally, twostate update achieves the highest parallel performance compared
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Figure 7 shows the speedup of the conflict resolution methods
relative to single thread execution-ordered update. For executionordered update, the speedup increases with the number of threads.
There is a dip in speedup at 14 threads as threads are assigned to
different processors. Decentralized coordination methods have a
lower speedup compared to execution-ordered update due to the
additional processing of displaced agents. Non-iterative decentralized coordination is associated with less synchronization overhead,
but there may be workload imbalance among the threads. Overall,
there is no significant difference in the performance between the
iterative and non-iterative approaches. With centralized pull-based
coordination, the overhead of scanning for interested agents is too
large to achieve a speedup over the single-thread execution-ordered
update. Although centralized push-based coordination exhibits a
speedup, it is still significantly slower than the decentralized coordination methods. There is an overhead of maintaining a list of
agent priorities, and multiple iterations are required if the agent is
unable to acquire its resource.
In conclusion, as is to be expected, the best performance is
achieved without coordination, which cannot guarantee determinism. If determinism is required, decentralized coordination is recommended.

6

pull-based coordination where the resources (i.e., unoccupied cells)
read all requests to determine the interested agents [23]. MASS
CUDA supports three conflict resolution approaches: (1) executionorder, (2) smallest priority, and (3) user-provided.

7

CONCLUSION

Causality and consistency are key properties to achieve correctness
in synchronous time-driven ABS. To reason about the ability of
different state update schemes to satisfy these properties, we proposed a semantic model for synchronous time-driven ABS. Based
on the semantic model, different implementations of the state update schemes were analyzed to identify necessary conditions to
achieve correctness in the simulation results.
We constructed state access graphs to analyze the dependencies
of the state updates within a logical time-step. The dependencies
between the agents were categorized into independent, acyclic,
and cyclic dependencies. The different agent state update schemes
were evaluated on a shared-memory machine using a traffic simulation where the dependencies between the agents can be explicitly
defined through the road network structure.
The choice of agent state update scheme depends on the simulation scenario. For simulations where the dependencies do not
change through the simulation, ordered update was shown to
achieve the best serial performance. However, in the general case,
when dependencies are dynamic, e.g., the agents move around in
the environment and interact with their neighbors, two-state or
temporary state update achieved better parallel performance.
Both two-state and temporary state updates are easily parallelizable on shared memory processors, with different strengths
and weaknesses. Two-state update is straightforward to implement
while requiring more memory and performing more memory transfers. Temporary state update is more complex to implement and
requires global synchronization. Evaluations show that the relative
performance of these methods depends on the simulation scenario.
Agent state update schemes only ensure causality. State conflicts
resulting from the agents’ competition for limited resources must
be solved separately. A common rule is proposed for state conflict resolution that can be applied to a wide range of simulations,
such as spatial simulations. Based on this rule, three coordination
mechanisms are described with five conflict resolution methods.
The performance of these resolution methods was evaluated using
Schelling’s segregation.
While the best performance was achieved when resolving conflicts without any coordination, the resulting simulation output
cannot be guaranteed to be deterministic. Determinism is required
to reproduce a given simulation output, e.g., for verification and validation. Hence, decentralized coordination is recommended, which
generally outperforms centralized coordination.
In future work, a detailed memory analysis of the case studies
can provide a closer understanding of the memory demands of
the update schemes. The analysis of conflict resolution schemes
can also be expanded to different update rules, e.g., simulations in
which multiple agents may update a resource at the same time. The
analysis of ABS implemented in optimistic discrete-event simulators
can also be considered. This will require extending the state access
graph to a temporal graph spanning a period of logical time.

STATE UPDATE SCHEMES IN EXISTING
AGENT-BASED SIMULATORS

The state update schemes of existing agent-based simulators are
shown in Table 2. The approaches used to prevent causality violations and resolve conflicts are summarized.
Independent update has been implemented in SWAGES as asynchronous update [29], which utilizes spatial information to identify
regions where the agents do not have any influence on other agents,
such that these agents can be updated concurrently.
Two-state update has been implemented in two simulators. In
FLAME GPU, agents communicate through so-called message boards
representing the states, where the agents read from one board and
write to another board to avoid synchronization for every write [3].
A continuous space ABS (CS-ABS) for GPU stores the agent states
in two arrays, in which agents read data from the first array and
write their updated state to the second array [14].
The other simulators implement temporary state updates.
HLA_RePast update the agents in the local LPs at every time-step
before updating the shared states across the LPs [4]. D-Mason divides each simulation step into two phases: Sense and Think-Act [5].
SWAGES can also be executed synchronously which collects the
current state first before updating the agents [29]. Pandora separates the Sense-Think stage from the Act stage [26]. In MASS CUDA,
each agent first reads the neighboring agent states into an array,
then updates all the agents [13]. eVolutus processes the agents synchronously in an arbitrary order, which executes the Sense-Think
stage first, then executes the Act stage [20].
Only three of the simulators (HLA_RePast, FLAME GPU, and
MASS CUDA) implement methods to resolve agent state conflicts.
HLA_RePast supports conflict resolution using two mechanisms:
mutual exclusion (execution-ordered) only allows one agent to perform the update, while cumulative update combines the updates
from multiple agents [17]. FLAME GPU uses a parallel centralized
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Table 2: Causality violation prevention and state conflict resolution in existing ABS
Simulator

Causality Violation Prevention

State Conflict Resolution

CS-ABS [14]
D-Mason [5]
eVolutus [20]
FLAME GPU [3]
MASS CUDA [13]
Pandora [26]
HLA_RePast [4]
SWAGES [29]

Two-state update
Temporary state update
Temporary state update
Two-state update
Temporary state update
Temporary state update
Temporary state update
Synchronous – Temporary state update
Asynchronous – Independent update

Centralized coordination (Pull)
Execution-ordered, agent priority, and user-provided
Execution-ordered, or cumulative update
-
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